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Abstract. AiiDA (aiida.net) is a workflow manager for computational science
with a strong focus on provenance, performance and extensibility. When
executing a workflow, AiiDA records the provenance −
calculations performed, codes used and data generated −
in a directed acyclic graph tailored to provide full
reproducibility of any given result. The AiiDA engine
relies on a message queue in order to support highthroughput use cases of up to 50k calculations per hour,
and the relational database backend enables performant
queries on graphs of millions of nodes. AiiDA plugins can extend
the core python framework in numerous ways, adding not only new workflows
and connections to new simulation codes but also support for new types of job
schedulers, transport protocols and extensions of the AiiDA command line
interface.
While domain experts can install AiiDA on their own hardware, the AiiDA lab
web platform gives novice users access to their personal AiiDA environment in
the cloud, where they can run and manage workflows through tailored and
lightweight web applications in the browser. The ecosystem is completed by the
Materials Cloud dissemination portal, where researchers can publish their AiiDA
graphs, thus providing access not only to the results of calculations, but to every
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step along the way. Peers can browse the database interactively, download
individual files or the whole database, and start their research right from where
the original author left off.
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Today, many open questions in computational science call for more than
individual computations using a single code. As the demand for integration and
throughput increases, the design of robust and reproducible workflows is becoming
ever more important. In this context, the move towards open science [1–3] raises the
level of scrutiny and demands that workflows and data be recorded in a way that can
be inspected and reused by scientific peers.
AiiDA. AiiDA is a python framework designed around the four pillars of computational
science: Automation, Data, Environment and Sharing (ADES) [4]. In the default usage
model, AiiDA is installed on the workstation of a researcher and connects to remote
compute resources through the secure shell protocol (SSH). In order to support highthroughput use cases of 50k calculations per hour, the AiiDA daemon relies on the
RabbitMQ message broker, while the PostgreSQL database backend enables
performant queries on data sets of millions of nodes.

Fig. 1. AiiDA infrastructure. Users interact with AiiDA through the verdi command line,
through interactive shell or via python scripts. AiiDA records the provenance of calculations in
a database and file repository, while the AiiDA daemon automates workflows and interacts with
remote compute resources. Figure reproduced with permission [4].
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The focus on provenance and extensibility is a design choice that differentiates AiiDA
from other workflow managers in the field of computational materials science, such as
Aflow [5], atomate [6], MAST [7] or OQMD [8]. AiiDA plugins leverage python entry
points to extend both the AiiDA command line interface and the python API - for
example, AiiDA plugins can provide new workflows, connect to new simulation codes,
provide support for new types of schedulers, transport protocols and seamlessly extend
the existing command line interface. A template helps getting started with plugin
development [9], and a plugin registry [10] provides a central point for registering the
plugin. For example, a 2019 survey on the AiiDA mailing list points to more than 30
AiiDA-powered research projects using >25 different AiiDA plugins.
Instead of defining a new workflow markup language based on XML derivatives
(Karajan [11], Askalon [12]) or JSON/yaml (Fireworks [13], Common Workflow
Language [14]), AiiDA aims to make it easy for users to write workflows directly in
python, providing full access to the AiiDA API, including queries of the entire
provenance of previous calculations.
Since the release of the first paper [4], the provenance model of AiiDA has been
extended to include a representation of workflows. While the basic building blocks of
data and calculation nodes are sufficient for recording "data provenance" in a directed
acyclic graph, workflow nodes provide logical abstraction by bundling several
calculations (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. AiiDA provenance graph. AiiDA tracks the provenance of data, calculations and
workflows, allowing share it with other AiiDA users, to query and visualize it on the fly.
(top) Autogenerated provenance graph of a calculation (red box) that takes four input data and
produces five output data (green ellipses). In addition to the "data provenance layer" (solid lines),
the graph includes the "logical provenance layer" with the workflow (orange box, dashed lines).
While this workflow simply wraps the calculation, this might just represent the first of many
workflow steps (not shown).
(bottom) Same graph viewed through the interactive provenance browser driven by the AiiDA
REST API. The selected calculation node is shown in the center, with arrows to/from connected
nodes.

Further updates include switching the workflow engine from a polling mechanism to a
message queue, which reduces overhead for quick calculations by orders of magnitude
and makes it possible to run 50k calculations per hour. Reusing one workflow in
another has become easier, and workflows now are auto documenting, telling users
what inputs they expect and what outputs they produce without the need to read code.
AiiDA now includes measures to deal with stability issues when connecting to remote
clusters (network issues, cluster down). The command line interface has been
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overhauled, providing a uniform feel across all commands, dramatically increasing
code reuse as well as test coverage. Writing AiiDA plugins requires significantly less
boilerplate code, and AiiDA 1.0 is python3 compatible.
AiiDA was developed with the computational scientist in mind - a demographic
familiar with UNIX operating systems, the terminal and python, interested in designing
and tweaking complex workflows. The availability of robust materials science
workflows, however, makes AiiDA interesting for a new user base: non-specialists,
such as experimentalists or researchers at companies, who would like to run welldefined turnkey solutions using an intuitive graphical user interface.
AiiDA lab. The AiiDA lab leverages state-of-the-art technologies (JupyterHub, Jupyter
widgets and kubernetes) to provide AiiDA-powered "apps" that run in the web browser.
After logging in to the platform, an AiiDA lab user has access to a personal Docker
container through a Jupyter-based graphical user interface. The container comes
preinstalled with AiiDA as well as a selection of apps for common tasks, such as
connecting AiiDA to a remote compute resource or performing a geometry
optimization or band structure calculation using the Quantum ESPRESSO [15] and
CP2K [16] density functional theory (DFT) codes.

Fig. 3. AiiDA lab infrastructure. The AiiDA lab login page is provided by the JupyterHub that
manages user authentication. Once user is logged in, JupyterHub will launch a Docker container
and will expose access to Jupyter notebooks running inside the container. To balance the server
load we deployed AiiDA lab on Kubernetes platform provided by CSCS. Every AiiDA lab
container comes with AiiDA pre-installed and pre-configured.

AiiDA lab apps are nothing but Jupyter notebooks rendered in "app mode" [17].
Developers can therefore write powerful apps directly in python (no JavaScript
required), minimizing the entry barrier for existing AiiDA users to writing such apps.
A library of AiiDA-specific, reusable widgets further simplifies the task of creating
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apps, making e.g. the upload of a structure just one line of code. One context, in which
this model has already been taken up, are mixed experimental/theoretical groups, where
it frees computational scientists from repetitive tasks by letting the experimentalists run
the corresponding workflows themselves.
The AiiDA ecosystem is completed by the Materials Cloud Archive, a moderated
research data repository for computational materials science registered on re3data [18],
FAIRsharing [19] and recommended by Nature Scientific Data [20]. Besides
welcoming relevant data from computational materials science in general, the Materials
Cloud Archive accepts AiiDA databases. By uploading an AiiDA database, researchers
provide access to the full provenance of their calculations, enabling peers to browse the
database interactively, download individual files or the whole database, and start their
research right from where the original author left off.
AiiDA is free and open source (MIT license), and deployment scripts for the AiiDA lab
are scheduled to be released under the same license later this year.
Demo. Jupyter notebooks will be used to demonstrate how to solve a range of common
tasks using the AiiDA python & command line interfaces (not shown). The demo will
also include an AiiDA lab application that allows to perform electronic structure
calculations with Quantum ESPRESSO [15] and CP2K [16]. Figure 4 provides a
glimpse of the interface for preparing the inputs of a Quantum ESPRESSO calculation
and displaying its results. The use of Jupyter notebooks enables a smooth transition
from regular use to development, with Jupyter widgets providing interactive JavaScript
components while programming in python.

Fig. 4. Electronic structure application. After providing minimal inputs via a Jupyter notebook
in AppMode, a dedicated AiiDA WorkChain generates the full inputs required by the DFT code
and submits the calculation. From then on AiiDA takes over, managing the preparation of the
input files, sending them to the supercomputer, waiting until the calculation is finished, retrieving
the results back and parsing the output.
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Since the calculation is managed by AiiDA all the data are stored in the AiiDA graph.
To access it one can employ the QueryBuilder a tool that allows to query the AiiDA
database. An example of a query is provided below.

Fig. 5. Querying via the AiiDA python API. This example query searches for atomic structures
that were used as inputs to a Quantum ESPRESSO PwCalculation, filtering only those structures
for which the total computed force has converged to less than 1e-5 eV/Å..
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